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Kawasaki1 has studied 나le diffusion con마ant of spins in 

ferromagnets or molecules in binary mixtures near the critical 

point with the aid of the terminology of the spin system. 

His model is a time-dependent Ising model in which spin 

interactions are replaced by certain temperature-dependent 

transition probabilities of spin exchange. The transition 

probability of spin exchange is so chosen as to give the same 

equilibrium spin distribution function as conventional Ising 

system. In this respect, his model is quite similar to Glauber's, 

but is different from his in that the total spins are conserved 

at each transition. Achiam and Kosterlitz2 have proposed 

a real-space renormalization group (RG) technique to treat 

dynamic critical phenomena in two-dimensional Ising model, 

which is just the extension of the real-space static RG method 

developed by Niemeijer and van Leeuwen3 and Kadanoff 

and Houghton4. Their model is that proposed by Glauber 

in which only one spin flips independently at a time from 

one state to another according to the prescribed transition 

probability. In this letter, we extend the RG method in real- 

space to Kawasaki's Ising model with two spin exchange. 

Then, we obtain a dynamic exponent for energy fluctuations.

The system we shall consider is a homogeneous two-dim- 

emsional Ising system. Let us apply a weak external force 

to the system at equilibrium. Then, the system will relax 

towards the equilibrium through an interaction with a heat 

reservoir. It is assumed that only two spins exchange at a 

time during the r아axation. The probability “如 ｛。｝ 兄, 

/) for the spin-exchange on which the pair of spins aj and 

on the sites j and k exchanges each other may be described as

a
C "膈 尸(0j，｛이，油 £)

=- s(x-pjk)杞｝j£)p(s，하5 ｛(가一沁 t)

=_ L(0)P(《f ah ｛(y)jh f), (1)

where r is the bare relaxation time, the operator to ex

change ffj and o%, Wjk Sh ｛아 心) the transition 

probability in which the pair of Oj and ak exchanges each 

other and ｛아 険 denotes the set of spins except and(yk. 

It should be noted that the time-displacement operator, 

L, is Hermitian. As —peq (叮 Gk,竹｝兄)satisfies 

the condition of detailed balance

I』项 (们,。如 ｛이 jk) Peq 。‘如 ｛아 jk)

= 07必勺, ｛아技)% S, 4，｛아企 (2)

One may choose any specific form of the transition probability 

which obeys the above condition. We take the similar form 

of the transition probability used by Achiam and Kosterlitz 

instead of Kawasaki

Wjdffj, ok,

= ｛P" (까, ffj, 团弱/P" (毎，까, ｛月兄)｝昭 • exp (耳£) (3) 

where 耳& is the Hamiltonian due to the products of 幻

and

It can be seen that【竹%(勾, 까, ｛。｝兩 Peq｛Oj, 짜, ｛。侦) 

is independent of the spins Oj and ak. The equilibrium 

probability distribution can be described as

Peg(们, 诳, ｛아 以) = exp ｛ —H (。) ｝ /Z ；

H(q) =K? S二;匸 f %，+ … (4)
Cn.n.) (h. w.n.)

where (n.n.) and (n.n.n.) mean the nearest neighborhood 

and the next nearest neighborhood, respectively, and the 

coupling constants K2 and K3 are related with the true coupl

ing constants J2 and J3 by K?=J시l/T and K2=J3lkBT, 

The probability distribution at time t can be parameterized 

by a time-dependent Hamiltonian through the coupling 

constants and the partition function at t can be replaced by 

the equilibrium partition function within the linear response. 

Applying the RG transformation matrix, T(卩,a)t used in 

the static case by Niemeijer and van Leeuwen3 and Kadanoff 

and Houghton4 to the probability distribution at t, we obtain 

the new distribution for the new set of spin variable jtz(= ±1) 

on a lattice with a lattice constant larger by a scaling factor of I

P' (“, t) =exp ｛-(0, t)｝ /Z

=S二Z T("s) P((T, t)；
k=±H ____

H'(心)=%(，)£二缶伽+孩'。)厂；向所+…，(5)
(.n.n.) (n. n. n) 
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where KS (t) and Kg (/) are the time-dependent coupling 

constants between the nearest neighboring and the next 

nearest neighboring lattice spins, respectively, and the form 

of the matrix is given as3,4

T(0, ©) = U 7侦0S)=「［ 1 /2 (1+财a (C). (6)
a a

From eq. (5) the renormalized equation can be obtained

危(l)=R 依%) } . (7)

Now, let us expand P(jk, {。}丿為 t) near the equilib

rium as follows

P g {©} jh t) IPeq(S，{a} jk) 스门一 +。(0) /(£)

=1 +光了 {EM,况須(8) 

where

残(")=/*)厂二残，+五3(之)」0，+… (9)
(“”《.) (n. n.n.)

Substituting eq. (8) into eq. (1), using the condition of detailed 

balance and applying the RG transformation matrix to the 

result, we obtain

T 으 {。，伝) •/"%)}=— L' 伝) O' (，“) • Q 殉, (10)

The matrix A is just the same as that defined in the static 

case3-4 and Q does not, in general, commute with A. Let 

為' and cd be the largest relevant eigenvalues of A and Q, 

respectively. Then, we may rewrite eq. (10) as

T' 으 {Ov“) . 技) } = — L' (")。伝) . 殓) , (11)

where the renormalized relaxation time defined as

d = (入쉬］(12)

Here, z is a dynamic exponent defined as 呂危考，g being the 

correlation length.

In order to calculate the dynamic exponent z, let us sub

stitute eq. (7) into eq. (1) and use the condition of detailed 

balance. Then, eq. (1) may be written as

c如PS {이兴盘) = 一 Z 残 {月幷)
Ot CH)

%(们,C偽{。侦)^exp{2Eg, n， (13)

where use has been made of the fact that (jk~ — aj and 

丁, £)= —Ej(g, f) only contribute to the spin exchange 

and the unimportant static part has been neglected. Now, 

let us assume that the two spins in 3 lattice exchange each 

other. The total Hamiltonian can be separated into four 

parts, that is, the Hamiltonian in the 0 lattice,反⑲ the sum 

of the other lattices, S H瞞、the interaction between the 
3海

site spins in the 3 lattice and another lattice, I勺，and the 

interaction between the site spins in the difTerwit lattices 

except the B lattice, l지. Then, we may write

卩卩;后(4, {b} jk) Peq(0), {"} jk)

=叮巳尸(3)巴q伙抑(b)exp{*(抑+卩’}, (14)

where the superscript in R/아) and V%야) means that 

the probability distribution and the interaction are indepen

dent of(7j and Assuming that the interaction between 

the site spins in the different lattices is the perturbed term 

as in the static case, substituting eq. (14) into eq. (13) and then 

applying the RG transformation matrix to the result, we 

obtain

了 务 f(〃e)=一" 귿那 an 匚&已；(°)a，紂지 w

伽exp"舟+V'+2鸟(a, t)}, (15)

where the superscript prime in the summation denotes that 

ffj and ok have been omitted and the new RG transforma

tion matrix for the 8 lattice is defined as

玷二厂二 1/2(7击3危，(7), (16)
|0j = ±l)

Defining the partition functionals in a lattice and £ lattice as

Zoa=厂二 Ta (阳(7)Peg a (<7),

%"的 = 墓; 0(出 얘) 成), (17)

eq. (15) may be rewritten as

亮 P«t、)=-£ 如知 nt z w
Ot i

<exp{V/ + V舟 +2Ej•(们 /)} >o, (18)

where N is the number of lattices and the.zeroth order average 

of a physical quantity, A, over site spins is defined as

<A〉°=2二，n r而 ％"。)％WW)A/ZgNT 戶)
{。=土1} a 邛 l

(19)

We may write the new probability distribution of the lattice 

spins as

c으 P 3 Q =-即W00)尸”'(«) exp®03)} ;

E (//, t) =hf2(t)〉 如+n($) z二 缶+ …(20) 
(n.fi.) (n.n.n.)

From the result in the static case 2~4, =

Zo/〈exp(V)〉o and 나sing the cumulant approximation, 

Ef (卩,t) has the following relation with E (们 t) within the 

linear response

1' (“, C = S{2Zo/J'*7ZOa}心沥,t)>o+<(V^

+ V/J)E (们 r)〉o — 见 + Vr)>0<E (。, i)>0

+ l/2{〈C*W)+ V')2/(。，«)>o

一<〔(V尸"+ V')2>0<Eff, «)>„}+-} • (21)

From the above relation we may c사culate the eigenvalue of 

Q explicitly with the aid of a specific lattice. To obtain z 

we have taken the triangular lattice with seven spins and the 

matrix as 知(。)=tanh (s Z。产)，$ being a parameter. 

It is obvious that the critical exponents do not depend on 

the parameter. We shall take the limit s—8. In actual calcula

tion the neare아 interaction between spins has been con

sidered5. The detailed calculation is so complicated that 

we write down the result in this letter. The characteristic 

time exponent for the energy fluctuations, z, is about 1.98, 

taking the terms up to the second order cumulant approxi

mation. Kawasaki1 has obtained the critical exponent for 
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the spin relaxation time, /二 2.00 for square lattice. Sch

neider6 has shown that the critical exponent for the spin 

relaxation time is the same as that of the energy relaxation 

time, using the two-dimensional one-spin-flip Ising model. 

His theory holds for the two-spin exchange model, since 

the time-displacement operator, L, is also Hermitian. The 

critical exponent for the energy relaxation time, J, is related 

with z through A—dz, v being the critical exponent for the 

correlation length. Taking for the two-dimensional 

Ising model, the present result is in an excellent agreement 

with Kawasaki's.
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